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a b s t r a c t

Functional and structural brain alterations in the absence of the auditory input have been described, but
the observed structural brain changes in the deaf are not uniform. Some of the previous researchers
focused only on the auditory areas, while others investigated the whole brain or other selected regions of
interest. Majority of studies revealed decreased white matter (WM) volume or altered WM micro-
structure and preserved grey matter (GM) structure of the auditory areas in the deaf. However, preserved
WM and increased or decreased GM volume of the auditory areas in the deaf have also been reported.
Several structural alterations in the deaf were found also outside the auditory areas, but these regions
differ between the studies. The observed differences between the studies could be due to the use of
different single-analysis techniques, or the diverse population sample and its size, or possibly due to the
usage of hearing aids by some participating deaf subjects. To overcome the aforementioned limitations
four different image-processing techniques were used to investigate changes in the brain morphology of
prelingually deaf adults who have never used hearing aids. GM and WM volume of the Heschl's gyrus
(HG) were measured using manual volumetry, while whole brain GM volume, thickness and surface area
were assessed by voxel-based morphometry (VBM) and surface-based analysis. The microstructural
properties of the WM were evaluated by diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). The data were compared be-
tween 14 congenitally deaf adults and 14 sex- and age-matched normal hearing controls. Manual
volumetry revealed preserved GM volume of the bilateral HG and significantly decreased WM volume of
the left HG in the deaf. VBM showed increased cerebellar GM volume in the deaf, while no statistically
significant differences were observed in the GM thickness or surface area between the groups. The re-
sults of the DTI analysis showed WM microstructural alterations between the groups in the bilateral
auditory areas, including the superior temporal gyrus, the HG, the planum temporale and the planum
polare, which were more extensive in the right hemisphere. Fractional anisotropy (FA) was significantly
reduced in the right and axial diffusivity (AD) in the left auditory areas in the deaf. FA and AD were
significantly reduced also in several other brain areas outside the auditory cortex in the deaf.

Theuse of fourdifferentmethods used inour study, although showing changes that are not directly related,
provides additional information and supports the conclusion that in prelingually deaf subjects structural
alterations are present both in the auditory areas and elsewhere. Our results support the findings of those
studies showing that early deafness results in decreasedWMvolume andmicrostructuralWM alterations in
the auditory areas. As we observed WM microstructural alteration also in several other areas and increased
GMvolume in the cerebellum in thedeaf,we can conclude thatearly deafness results inwidespread structural
brain changes. These probably reflect atrophy or degradation as well as compensatory cross-modal reor-
ganisation in the absence of the auditory input and the use of the sign language.

© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-SA
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/).
llosum; CMC, correction for multiple comparisons; DTI, diffusion tensor imaging; FA, fractional anisotropy; GM, grey
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1. Introduction auditory input may be related to the use of the hearing aids (HA) in
Sensory inputs such as hearing, vision and touch play important
roles in human brain development. It is not yet fully understood
what happens with the structure and function of the auditory
cortex and other brain regions in the absence of the auditory input.
Functional neuroimaging studies have shown that in individuals
who lack one sensory modality another such modality can 'take
over' the latter's cortical area. For example, in deaf subjects the
auditory cortex can be activated by sign language comprehension
and production (Neville et al., 1998; Nishimura et al., 1999; Sadato
et al., 2004; San Jos�e-Robertson et al., 2004), non-linguistic
motionless as well as moving visual stimuli (Finney et al., 2001;
Karns et al., 2012; Vachon et al., 2013), vibrotactile stimuli
(Lev€anen et al., 1998) and somatosensory stimuli (Karns et al.,
2012). Furthermore, the enhancement of other senses, such as
increased tactile sensitivity (Lev€anen and Hamdorf, 2001), better
peripheral vision skills (Bavelier et al., 2006) and better visual
motion detection (Hauthal et al., 2013; Shiell et al., 2014) in deaf
subjects and animals (Lomber et al., 2010) were also reported.
These functional and behavioural changes are probably accompa-
nied by underlying structural changes, waiting to be discovered.
Recently, a post-mortem anatomical study revealed the presence of
cytoarchitectonic alterations in the auditory cortex of deaf cats,
related to the onset age of deafness (Wong et al., 2013). Post-
mortem studies on animals can give us a unique insight into the
fine structural brain changes. On the other hand evaluation of
structural brain changes in humans depends almost exclusively on
non-invasive imaging methods. Most of the previous volumetry
based studies revealed preserved grey matter (GM) volume of the
auditory cortex in deaf (Emmorey et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2009;
Lepor�e et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012a; Penhune et al., 2003;
P�enicaud et al., 2012; Shibata, 2007), but increased GM volume in
the deaf infants (Smith et al., 2011) and decreased GM volume in
the deaf adults (Olulade et al., 2014) has also been reported. Find-
ings about the WM volume in the auditory areas are also not uni-
form. Some researchers reported decreased WM volume in the
Heschl's gyrus (HG) (Emmorey et al., 2003) or in the STG (Shibata,
2007) in deaf, while others found no alterations between the deaf
and normal hearing subjects (Penhune et al., 2003). Volumetric
changes in various areas outside the auditory cortex have also been
reported in the WM (Kim et al., 2009; Lepor�e et al., 2010; Li et al.,
2012a) as well as in the GM (Allen et al., 2013; Olulade et al.,
2014) in the deaf.

Given that most changes were found in theWM, it is reasonable
to explore these alterations further. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
allows better estimation of the microstructure and architectural
organization of different tissues using the diffusion properties of
water molecules (Basser et al., 1994). In anisotropic media, such as
brainWM, the diffusivity of water molecules is limited by the tissue
boundaries. In WM these boundaries are myelin and membranes,
which cause increased diffusion in the direction of the fibres rela-
tive to the diffusion perpendicular to the direction of fibres (Le
Bihan et al., 2001). The properties of WM, such as axon diameter
and myelination, can be expressed by means of fractional anisot-
ropy (FA), axial diffusivity (AD), and radial diffusivity (RD) (Song
et al., 2002). Up to now three studies have used DTI to explore al-
terations of the cortical WM in the absence of auditory input (Kim
et al., 2009; Li et al., 2012b; Miao et al., 2013). All three studies
showed decreased FA values in the right or in the bilateral auditory
cortex in the deaf subjects. Altered FA was described also outside
the auditory areas, but in different regions in every study.

The observed discrepancies between the results of the previous
studies investigating structural brain plasticity in the absence of the
participating hearing-impaired subjects. In one study all the deaf
participants wore HA for different periods of time (Miao et al.,
2013), whereas in others there are only data about not wearing
HA during the brain developing period in the first few years of life
(Emmorey et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2009; Li et al., 2012b), or there is
no data about the use of HA at all (Lepor�e et al., 2010; Penhune
et al., 2003; Shibata, 2007). Functional and anatomical brain
changes due to the use of the HA and cochlear implants have been
reported in the deaf children as well as in the deaf adults (Connor
et al., 2006; Fallon et al., 2008; Kral and Sharma, 2012; Li et al.,
2013a; Philibert et al., 2002; Ponton et al., 2001; Syka, 2002). So
the possible structural changes and neuronal plasticity due to the
absence of auditory input can be best assessed in the early deaf
individuals who have never used HA.

As most previously mentioned studies employed different sin-
gle analysis approaches, like voxel-based morphometry (VBM),
tensor-based morphometry (TBM) and DTI, which cover only one
aspect of the brain structural property at a time, interpretation of
the results is therefore limited and may be difficult to compare (Li
et al., 2012a; Penhune et al., 2003; Shibata, 2007).

Our aim was to assess structural alterations in a well-defined
group of prelingually deaf adults who had never used HA. To
overcome the limitations of individual analytical approaches, four
different image-processing techniques were employed, including
manual volumetry of the primary auditory cortex e HG, automatic
volumetry (VBM) of the whole-brain GM, surface-based analysis
(including thickness, surface area and volume) of the whole-brain
GM and the whole brain DTI. So far the combination of these four
techniques has not yet been used to investigate structural brain
changes in deaf adults.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Subjects

Fourteen deaf adults (8 females, 6 males; age range 23e50
years, mean age 35.4 ± 6) and 14 normal hearing control subjects
(8 females, 6 males; age range 23e50 years, mean age 30.5 ± 5.2
years) participated in the study. All the deaf individuals exhibited
a profound hearing loss (<90 dB) in both ears, after performing
pure tone audiometry under standard conditions. In all deaf
subjects deafness was confirmed also objectively by measuring
auditory brainstem responses. Among the deaf, 12 subjects were
diagnosed with profound hearing loss in the first year of life (due
to genetic mutation or an unknown cause) and the other 2 when
they were five years old. For the latter 2 deaf subjects no objective
data are available about their hearing status in the first years of
life (their first pure tone audiometry and auditory brainstem re-
sponses were performed at the time of the diagnosis), but taking
into account that they never developed any ability of speech, it
can be assumed that their hearing was abnormal even before
deafness was confirmed. None of the deaf subjects had worn HA.
They use only the Slovenian sign language to communicate and
have not developed any ability of speech. All the participants,
deaf and normal hearing, were right-handed and healthy with no
history of neurological or psychiatric illness. After a complete
description of the study, written informed consent was obtained
from all of the participants. The study was approved by the
Medical Ethics Committee of the Ministry of Health of the Re-
public of Slovenia.

As the deafness of the two deaf subjects was objectively
confirmed at the age of five, we looked at the scatter plots of all the
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results to rule out any possible deviations that could have influence
on our final results. In all analysis, the value of their measured
variable fell within the range of the deaf group.

2.2. MRI and DTI acquisition

MR Imaging was performed on SIEMENS TrioTim 3T equipment
with a 12 channel head-coil. For each subject high resolution T1-
weighted MPRAGE images {TR ¼ 2300 ms, TE ¼ 4.71 ms, flip
angle¼ 12, image resolution¼ 1�1�1mm,matrix¼ 192� 256�
176} and DTI ep2d-diff images {TR ¼ 8300 ms, TE ¼ 92.1 ms, matrix
size ¼ 122 � 122, number of slices ¼ 62, volumes: 1 (b ¼ 0 s/
mm2) þ 64 (b ¼ 1000 s/mm2), slice thickness ¼ 2 mm, 64 di-
rections} were acquired.

2.3. Analysis

2.3.1. Manual volumetry
The first interest of the investigation was to assess the potential

differences in the HG volume between the deaf and the normal
hearing. The HG or transverse gyrus, which contains the primary
auditory cortex, is a typical landmark in the superior temporal
lobe, with highly variable gross morphology. It may contain one to
three gyri per hemisphere, or a single gyrus which may be divided
by a sulcus (Penhune et al., 1996). Fig. 1 shows two different var-
iants of the HG. ROIs were drawn using three-dimensional imaging
software AFNI (Cox, 1996), which allows simultaneous view of the
selected voxel in axial, coronal and sagittal plane. The beginning of
the HG was identified in all three planes and then drawn (traced)
by hand on each contiguous sagittal brain slice to the point where
boundaries were distinguishable. When viewing only in one plane,
the border between the HG and its surroundings is not always
clear. Thus the final borders of ROIs were defined by comparing the
location of each voxel in all three planes. We used the same
anatomical landmarks of the HG as defined by Penhune et al.
(1996), with one exception. If there was more than one
completely separate gyrus or a partially separated gyrus, all of
them were included in the ROI, while the Penhune et al. (1996,
2003) included only the anterior one. Although previous studies
involving cases of more than one gyrus considered only the most
anterior one, believing that only this part contains the primary
auditory cortex (Emmorey et al., 2003; Penhune et al., 2003), more
Fig. 1. A Heschl's gyrus (HG) mask, drawn by hand in AFNI, presented on the T1-weighted
example of a duplicated HG.
recent data from the literature suggest that the primary auditory
cortex is spread over the full HG structure (Da Costa et al., 2011).
From the selected ROIs and Freesurfer segmentation the number of
WM and GM voxels was calculated with the AFNI tools 3dcalc and
3dROIstats. To get comparable data between subjects, we
normalized the number of GM/WM voxels in HG; divided by total
number of GM/WM voxels for each hemisphere. The total number
of voxels was computed with the Freesurfer tools mri_segstats.
Further plots and statistical analysis were performed by means of
statistical program R (Dessau and Pipper, 2008). The Walsh's t-test
is used to determine whether there are any significant differences
between the WM/GM voxel percentage means of the deaf and
control group.
2.3.2. Surface based analysis of the cerebral GM
Cerebral GM thickness, surface area and volumewere compared

between the two groups using General Linear Model (GLM) in
Freesurfer. Cortical reconstruction and volumetric segmentation
were performed by using the Freesurfer (version 5.3.0) image
analysis suite, which is documented and freely available for
download online (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu). Intensity
variations due to magnetic field inhomogeneities were corrected
and a normalized intensity images were created from a high res-
olution, T1-weighted, anatomical 3-D MRI dataset. Next, extra-
cerebral voxels were removed, using a “skull-stripping” proce-
dure. The intensity normalized, skull-stripped image was then
operated on by a segmentation procedure based on the geometric
structure of the greyewhite interface. The technical details of these
procedures have been described in previous publications (Dale
et al., 1999; Fischl and Dale, 2000; Fischl et al., 2002, 2004). In
the Freesurfer pipeline T1 volumes were linearly aligned to the
MNI305 average brain template, bias corrected, skull stripped, and
segmented into tissue types. Automatic skull-striping usually
leaves some leftovers from the surrounding structures if only T1
images are used as in our case. These surrounding structures were
removed by additional software packages (AFNI 3dSkullstripping)
and by hand to ensure the proper further data processing such as
white and GM delineation. All the maps were smoothed with an
FWHM kernel of 15 mm. Correction for Multiple Comparisons
(CMC) in Freesurfer were performed by means of a Monte Carlo
Simulation (Hagler et al., 2006). This analysis does not include
cerebellar GM.
brain image of two different subjects (A and B). (A) An example of a single HG. (B) An

http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu
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2.3.3. Voxel-based morphometry
Whole-brain (cerebral and cerebellum) voxel-wise differences

in the GM were also analysed with FSL-VBM (Douaud et al., 2007),
an optimised VBM protocol (Good et al., 2001) carried out with FSL
tools (version 5.0) (Smith et al., 2004). Using their processing
scripts, structural images were brain-extracted and GM-segmented
before being registered to the MNI 152 standard space using non-
linear registration. The resulting images were averaged and flip-
ped along the x-axis to create a left-right symmetric, study-specific
GM template. Second, all native GM images were non-linearly
registered to this study-specific template and “modulated” to cor-
rect for local expansion (or contraction) due to the non-linear
component of the spatial transformation. The modulated GM im-
ages were then smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel with a
sigma of 3 mm. Finally, voxel-wise GLM was applied using
permutation-based non-parametric testing, correcting for multiple
comparisons across space (5000 permutations). Results were
considered significant at P < 0.05.
2.3.4. Diffusion data analysis
Differences in the WM organization were analysed using DTI.

The AFNI program 3dDWItoDT was used to compute diffusion
tensor images from the Diffusion Weighted data. In order to
minimize eddy current distortions, a “reweight” parameter was
applied. FSL TBSS Tract-Based Spatial Statistics (Smith et al., 2006),
part of the FSL (Smith et al., 2004) package, was then used in order
to produce a voxel-wise statistical analysis of the FA, AD and RD. To
compute voxel-wise statistics on the data between group of deaf
people and group of controls we used FSL randomise tool with
5000 permutations Observation of the mean skeleton alignment
over subject's brain led us to select a threshold for the mean skel-
eton of 0.25. We must be aware that TBSS results are limited to the
threshold of the WM skeleton (the centre of the WM tracts) and
therefore might be missing changes that occur in the peri-cortical
WM along the GM/WM boundary. Statistical maps were pro-
cessed by threshold-free cluster enhancement (TFCE) (Smith and
Nichols, 2009). The TFCE P-value images presented in the result
section are fully corrected for multiple comparisons across space
and were considered significant at P < 0.05.
2.3.5. Correlations
To assess possible correlations among our results, we performed

Pearson correlation test between some of the results that could be
related. Correlationwas calculated separately for control group and
deaf subjects to avoid spurious correlations. Test was performed by
means of statistical program R.
3. Results

3.1. Manual volumetry of the Heschl's gyrus grey and white matter

Significant (P < 0.03) decrease in the left HG WM volume was
observed in the deaf group, while no statistically significant
changes in the HG GM volume were observed between the groups
(Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. Box plots of normalized number of voxels for grey matter (GM) and white
matter (WM) in left and in right Heschl's gyrus (HG) showing significantly (P < 0.03)
decreased WM volume of the left HG in the deaf compared to normal hearing group.
LH ¼ left hemisphere, RH ¼ right hemisphere, CON ¼ hearing controls, * ¼ statistically
significant.
3.2. Whole brain grey matter morphometry

3.2.1. Grey matter voxel-based morphometry
Significantly increased GM volume in the right (size: 45 voxels;

MNI coordinates: 26/35/15; P < 0.05) and the left (size: 26 voxels;
MNI coordinates 65/33/15; P < 0.05) cerebellum was found in the
deaf subjects (Fig. 3).
3.2.2. Surface-based analysis of the grey matter thickness, surface
area and volume

We observed a focus of decreased GM volume in the middle
medial portion of the left superior frontal gyrus (SFG) (size: 24
voxels; Talairach coordinates: �8.8/29.6/38.5; P < 0.001, uncor-
rected) and a focus of decreased GM thickness in the left supra-
marginal gyrus (SMG) (size: 42 voxels; Talairach coordinates:
�48.2/�52.3/34.4; P < 0.001, uncorrected) in the deaf compared to
the normal hearing group (Fig. 4). However, both foci fell below
statistical significance when corrected for multiple comparisons.
No statistically significant changes were found in the GM surface
area between the groups.

3.3. Diffusion tensor imaging of the whole-brain white matter

FA was significantly decreased (P < 0.05) in the deaf group in
the right auditory areas, including posterior superior gyrus (STG),
HG, planum polare (PP) and planum temporale (PT). Just below the
significance threshold, FA was decreased also in the complemen-
tary auditory areas in the left hemisphere (P < 0.06) in the deaf
group. Additional areas with significantly decreased FA (P < 0.05)
in the deaf in the right hemisphere were found also in the insula,
the retrolenticular part of the capsula interna, the capsula externa,
the posterior thalamic radiation and in the sagittal stratum. AD
was significantly decreased (P < 0.05) in the left auditory areas
(STG, PP, PT), the left frontal lobe WM, the left insula, the left
capsula externa and interna, the left corona radiata, the left cere-
bral peduncle, the bilateral subcallosal area, the bilateral anterior
cingulate gyrus and in the genu and body of the corpus callosum.
No statistically significant changes between the groups were
observed in the RD values. Detailed data about these areas
(defined by the Oxford and JHU atlas mask) with significant dif-
ferences in the FA and AD between the groups are presented in
Table 1 and Fig. 5.



Fig. 3. Significantly (P < 0.05) increased GM volume in the bilateral cerebellum (crus I and II) in the deaf compared to the normal hearing presented on a standard MNI152_T1-
weighted brain template (FSL-VBM; X ¼ 25, Y ¼ 34, Z ¼ 15).

Fig. 4. Focus of decreased GM volume in the middle medial portion of the left superior frontal gyrus (P < 0.001, uncorrected) (A) and focus of decreased GM thickness in the left
supramarginal gyrus (P < 0.001, uncorrected) (B) in the deaf compared to the normal hearing group (surfaced-based analysis) presented on an inflated standard MNI305_T1-
weighted brain template. D ¼ deaf, H ¼ hearing.
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3.4. Correlations between the results

To assess any possible correlations between our findings we
performed Pearson correlation test between the next results:

- Decreased WM volume and decreased AD in the left HG.
- Decreased GM volume and decreased AD in the left SFG.
- Increased GM volume in the cerebellum and decreased GM
volume in the left SFG

- Increased GM volume in the cerebellum and decreased GM
thickness in the left SMG

- Decreased GM volume in the left SFG and decreased GM thick-
ness in the left SMG.

We did not observe statistically significant correlations between
any of the above mentioned results.

4. Discussion

To sum up all the results, we found reduced WM volume of the
left HG in the deaf while no alterations in the GM volume, surface
area or thickness in the auditory areas (in any hemisphere) were
observed between the groups. Deaf subjects had increased GM
volume in the bilateral cerebellum, decreased FA in the right and
decreased AD in the left auditory areas. FA and RD were decreased
also in several other areas in the deaf compared to the normal
hearing. In addition a focus of increased GM volume in the left SFG
(P < 0.001, uncorrected) and a focus of decreased GM thickness in
the left SMG (P < 0.001, uncorrected) were observed in the deaf.
Although the last two results fell below statistical significance after
CMC, we included them into the discussion as well, due to highly
significant threshold before the CMC and their possible association
with our other findings.

Considering the results of the previous morphological studies
and our findings it appears that the structural changes in the
absence of the auditory input occur predominantly in the WM
while changes of cerebral GM are very limited. This may be partially
due to higher sensitivity of the DTI, as it can detect microstructural
alterations of the WM before they can be detected by macro-
structural methods currently used for the evaluation of the GM
structure.

4.1. White and grey matter changes in the auditory areas in the deaf

In deaf subjects, structural brain changes can first be expected in
the primary auditory cortex and its surrounding areas, but majority
of the early studies revealed preserved GM volume of the auditory
areas in the deaf (Emmorey et al., 2003; Lepor�e et al., 2010; Li et al.,
2012a; Penhune et al., 2003; P�enicaud et al., 2012; Shibata, 2007).
This is in agreement with the theory of cross-modal plasticity, indi-
cating that neurons in the auditory cortex do not degenerate sub-
stantially in theabsenceof theauditory input, as theymay respond to
other sensory inputs. On the other hand, findings about WM
macrostructural alterations in the auditory areas in the deaf are less
consistent. Some authors reported statistically significant (Emmorey
et al., 2003; Olulade et al., 2014; Shibata, 2007) or non-significant
(Lepor�e et al., 2010; P�enicaud et al., 2012) decrease in the WM vol-
ume in or near the auditory areas in the deaf, while the others
observed no changes (Li et al., 2012a; Penhune et al., 2003). Using
manual volumetrywe observed significantly reducedWMvolume of
the left HG and preserved GM volume of the bilateral HG in the deaf.
VBM and surface based analysis confirmed preservation of the



Table 1
White matter regions with decreased fractional anisotropy (FA) and axial diffusivity (AD) in the deaf compared to the hearing controls. The regions are determined according to
Oxford Harvard atlas and the JHU atlas.
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auditoryGMin thedeaf asno changes in theGMvolume, thicknessor
surface area were found between the groups. All preceding studies
investigatingmicrostructural changes of theWM in the early deaf by
means of DTI reported decreased FA in the bilateral auditory areas,
more pronounced in the right hemisphere, or only in the right
hemisphere in the deaf (Kim et al., 2009; Li et al., 2012b; Miao et al.,
2013). This greater FAdecrease in the right auditoryareas in deafwas
also observed in our study and might be due to differential
reorganization of the functions within each hemisphere. As already
known, the function of the left and the right auditory cortex in the
normal hearing subjects is different. Left auditory cortex has pre-
dominant role in the speech processing, whereas the right auditory
cortex is important for musical perception, especially for the fine
pitch resolution (Hyde et al., 2008; Zatorre and Belin, 2001). This is
probably due to better temporal resolution in the left and better
spectral resolution in the right auditory areas (Zatorre et al., 2002). In



Fig. 5. Differences in fractional anisotropy (FA) and axial diffusivity (AD) between the deaf and the normal hearing (P < 0.05). The data (red/blue) are presented on a standard
MNI152_T1-weighted brain template with white matter skeleton (green). On the presented slices (X ¼ 54, Y ¼ 104, Z ¼ 76) decreased FA in the deaf (red) can be observed in the
right auditory areas and decreased AD in the deaf (blue) can be observed in the left auditory areas, the left capsula interna and genu of the corpus callosum. For detailed description
of the areas see Table 1.
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the deaf subjects a moving visual stimuli activate only the right
auditory cortex (Fine et al., 2005; Finney et al., 2001), indicating that
the plastic reorganisation in the absence of the auditory input is
different in each hemisphere. The relation between more signifi-
cantly decreased FA in the right and AD in the left auditory areas and
thedecreasedWMvolumeof the left HG found in deaf in our study is
not clear. Only unilateral WM alterations observed by manual volu-
metry and bilateral alterations observed by DTI might be related to
greater sensitivity of DTI to detect microstructural alterations before
macrostructural loss happens or to subjective component of the
manual method. As already mentioned, FA reflects the properties of
the WM, such as axon diameter and myelination. Increased RD is
supposed to represent demyelination, whereas increased AD could
reflect pathology of the axon itself (Alexander et al., 2007; Song et al.,
2002). Although many studies have confirmed the correlations be-
tween RD, AD and WM pathology (Alexander et al., 2007), it is
necessary to be very careful in the interpretation of such results,
especially in the regions of complex tissue architecture (Wheeler-
Kingshott and Cercignani, 2009). Areas with a high number of
fibre-crossings usually have lower FA values than primarily unidi-
rectional WM structures (such as CC). This means that reduced FA
cannot alwaysbe reliablyattributed to themyelinationabnormalities
(Leowet al., 2009). Taking into account that thedirection of thefibres
influences anisotropy variables, our findings of reduced FA andAD in
the deafmight be due to differently organized pathways of the fibres
that connect the primary and the secondary auditory cortexwith the
other sensory areas. Beside the formation of the new connections,
reinforcement and degradation of the existing connections may also
alter the FA in the deaf. Studies on normal hearing animals and
humans confirmed the existence of the direct axonal connections
between the auditory cortex and other sensory cortical areas,
including the primary and the secondary visual cortex (Beer et al.,
2011). Abnormal visual and somatosensory projections to the audi-
tory cortexwere reported in the congenitally deaf cats, however they
were not present in the normal hearing cats (Barone et al., 2013).
Furthermore, a shift of visual and somatosensory areas toward the
auditory areas has been observed in the deaf cats (Wong et al., 2013).
In our study, we observed decreased FA in the right optic radiation in
deaf, whichmay reflect compensatory reorganisation in the absence
of the auditory input.

Using 4 different methods, we found statistically significant
changes in the auditory WM in the deaf, which are consistent with
previous studies and probably reflect atrophy and degradation of
the axons as well as the ‘take over’ of the auditory areas by other
sensory modalities in the process of cross modal plasticity.
4.2. Grey matter alterations in other brain regions

4.2.1. Increased grey matter volume in the cerebellum in the deaf
Beside the well-known important role of the cerebellum in co-

ordination of the motor functions, there are increasing number of
reports revealing its involvement in language and cognitive pro-
cesses (De Smet et al., 2013). It is engaged in the spoken as well as in
the sign language processing (Sakai et al., 2005). Our finding of
increased GM volume in the cerebellum (crus I and II) in deaf is
similar to the finding of Lepore, who reported bigger cerebellum in
the deaf compared to the normal hearing and contrary to findings
of two other studies reporting insignificantly decreased volume in
the WM (Shibata, 2007) or in the GM (Olulade et al., 2014) in the
left cerebellum in the deaf. Increased GM volume found in deaf
might be associated with greater importance of the fine motor
coordination of the hand movements during sign compared to
spoken language implementation. This is further supported by fMRI
studies, showing greater involvement of the cerebellum in the deaf
during sign language production or comprehension compared to
the normal hearing subjects during production or comprehension
of the spoken language (Kassubek et al., 2004; Sakai et al., 2005).

Given that the cerebellar crus I and II are functionally and
anatomically connected with cerebral prefrontal and posterior
parietal areas (Krienen and Buckner, 2009; O'Reilly et al., 2010;
Salmi et al., 2010), our findings of the increased cerebellar GM
volume and decreased AD and GM volume in the left prefrontal
areas and decreased GM thickness in the left SMG in the deaf might
be related. Although all these regions are involved in language
processing and it is tempting to speculate that alterations of these
regions in deaf might be related, we observed no statistically sig-
nificant correlations between the observed volume and thickness
changes.

4.2.2. Decreased grey matter thickness in the left supramarginal
gyrus in the deaf

Lesions of the left SMG have been associated with aphasias
(Damasio and Geschwind, 1984). As activation of the left SMG is
greater during tone listening compared to speech listening in
normal hearing subjects, it was proposed that its contribution in
spoken language is associated with the short-termmemory storage
of the auditory information (Binder et al., 1997; Paulesu et al., 1993).
Previous studies showed its involvement also in the sign language
processing in the deaf, especially when naming objects and
describing spatial relationships (Corina et al., 2012; Emmorey et al.,
2002). The lack of the auditory component during language pro-
cessing could lead to decreased GM thickness in the left SMG
(P < 0.001, uncorrected) observed in the deaf subjects in our study.

4.3. WM microstructural alterations in other brain regions

DTI revealed microstructural alteration in a large brain network,
including projection, association and commissural fibres in the
deaf. We observed decreased FA or AD in the deaf in the capsula
interna and corona radiata, which represent projection fibres
important for the transfer of the sensory, motor, auditory, visual
and other information between the cerebral cortex, the brainstem,
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the cerebellum and the spinal cord. Decreased FA in the right
capsula interna or the right thalamus in the deaf was also reported
in two out of three previous studies investigating cortical changes
in the deaf by means of DTI. Kim et al. (2009) proposed that this
might be due to the underdeveloped spoken language, which re-
quires the use of oro-facial muscles (Kim et al., 2009). Reduced FA
values have been reported in the subcortical auditory pathway in
the patients with sensorineural hearing loss compared to the
normal hearing controls (Lin et al., 2008;Wu et al., 2009). As among
other fibres, capsula interna contains the fibres representing a part
of the auditory pathway (Kelly, 1991), reduced FA and AD found in
the deaf in our study could be a consequence of demyelination or
reduced number of fibres coming from the lower part of the
auditory pathway. Beside the degradation of the auditory path-
ways, reorganisation of the sensory, motor and visual pathways as a
compensation for the absence of the auditory input, might
contribute to decreased anisotropy values found in a large network
of projection fibres in the deaf.

Decreased AD in the deaf was observed also in the main
commissural fibres connecting the two hemispheres, the corpus
callosum. Increased (Kim et al., 2009) or decreased FA (Li et al.,
2012b; Miao et al., 2013) in the posterior part of the CC have
been reported in the deaf, but interestingly we observed decreased
AD in its anterior half among deaf subjects. As anterior part of the
CC contains fibres projecting into the prefrontal, premotor and
supplementary motor cortical areas (Hofer and Frahm, 2006), there
are many possible causes for decreased AD found in deaf. One
possible explanation is that it might be related to impaired motor
proficiency and balance problems in people with sensorineural
hearing loss (Martin et al., 2012).

Decreased FA in the deaf was observed also in the right hemi-
sphere association fibres, including the inferior longitudinal
fasciculus (ILF) and the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFOF).
Decreased FA in the deaf in the left IFOF has been reported previ-
ously (Kim et al., 2009). IFOF connects the occipital and frontal
lobes and ILF connects occipital with the anterior part of the tem-
poral lobes (Jellison et al., 2004). Among other functions, occipito-
temporal areas (fusiform gyrus, lateral occipital gyrus) are activated
during face and objects recognition in the normal hearing subjects
(Kanwisher et al., 1997) and during picture signing in the deaf (Hu
et al., 2011). Functional role of the right ILF and IFOF is still a matter
of investigation. Damage associated with the right IFOF impairs
recognition of the facial expression and emotions (Philippi et al.,
2009). To deaf subjects facial expressions are important for inter-
pretation of the emotional state of the speakers, due to their
inability to hear the speaker's tone of voice. Beside its affective
component, different facial expressions represent different lexical
and syntactic structures, and are thus critical for the sign language
comprehension. It was shown, that the deaf subjects have a supe-
rior ability to detect subtle differences in the facial features, which
is linked to their experience in sign language use (Bettger et al.,
1997). It is not clear, why the FA is decreased in deaf. Currently,
the correlation between function and altered anisotropy values is
not completely clarified. Most DTI studies relate decreased anisot-
ropy values to demielynation and degradation of the axons and
thus to poorer function (Chanraud et al., 2010), but Hoeft (Hoeft
et al., 2007) showed that increased FA values correlate with
poorer visuospatial construction abilities. So keeping in mind that
the decreased FA values might not always correlate with poorer
functional performance, decreased FA in deaf in our case may
therefore represent compensation for not being able to hear, with
increased ability to visually recognize the faces and emotional
states of their interlocutors, as they are important for sign language
comprehension. Furthermore, direct inter-hemispheric connec-
tions from the right inferior temporal cortex to Wernicke's and
Broca's areas in normal hearing subjects were observed, probably
linking visual and speech processing (Di Virgilio and Clarke, 1997).
The absence of the spoken language use by the deaf subjects might
therefore also contribute to lower FA values found in these areas in
the deaf.

We observed decreased AD also in the several left frontal areas,
insula and bilateral cingulate gyrus (for detailed information see
Table 1). These areas are involved in a wide variety of highly inte-
grated functions, including cognition, decision making, emotional,
motor and sensory processing (Amodio and Frith, 2006; Li et al.,
2013b; Picard and Strick, 1996). Insula is involved also in the
vestibular, language and auditory processing as well as in the
speech articulation in the normal hearing (Augustine,1996; Bamiou
et al., 2003) and in the sign production in the deaf subjects (Hu
et al., 2011). Increase in the GM volume of the left insula related
to deafness and increase in the WM volume of the right insula
related to sign language use have been reported (Allen et al., 2008).
Silent speech reading and sign language implementation activates
also the anterior cingulate gyrus in the deaf (MacSweeney et al.,
2002). Furthermore the anterior cingulate gyrus is anatomically
and functionally connected with the anteromedial part of the SFG
(Li et al., 2013b), where we observed decreased AD and statistically
non-significant decrease in the GM volume (in the left SFG) in the
deaf. In this part of the SFG (middle medial part) reduced volume of
the corresponding WM in the deaf has been reported previously
(Kim et al., 2009).

Given the fact that the above mentioned regions are involved in
many different cognitive, motor and sensory functions, the inter-
pretation of decreased DTI-derived values is not apparent and thus
can be related to the absence of the auditory input and the use of
the sign instead of spoken language by the deaf or to possible dif-
ferences in the cognition or emotional processing between the
groups.

4.4. Correlations

Multi-method approach gives the opportunity to observe
possible links between changes in the GM and WM. Association
between areas with lower FA values and localized reduction in the
GM has been described (Douaud et al., 2007). As we found only one
significant GM alteration, evaluation of such associations in our
study is therefore limited. Significantly increased GM volume found
in the cerebellum in the deaf was not accompanied by local changes
in FA values. On the other hand, we observed statistically non-
significant decrease in the GM volume in the left SFG and
reduced AD in the adjacent WM in the deaf. However, we failed to
observe significant correlation between them. A possible associa-
tion between increased GM volume in the cerebellum and struc-
tural alterations found in the prefrontal and posterior parietal
areas, with which cerebellum is functionally and anatomically
connected, remains unclear.

4.5. Possible underlying causes for the observed alterations

Comparing the results of previous studies investigating struc-
tural brain alterations related to deafness, the most consistent
finding is altered WM structure in the auditory areas. Volumetric
studies reported decreased (Emmorey et al., 2003; Olulade et al.,
2014; Shibata, 2007) (Lepor�e et al., 2010; P�enicaud et al., 2012) or
preserved (Li et al., 2012a; Penhune et al., 2003)WM volume, while
all DTI studies reported decreased anisotropy in the auditory areas
in the deaf (Kim et al., 2009; Li et al., 2012b; Miao et al., 2013).
Therefore, the altered micro- and macrostructure of the WM in the
auditory areas is the most significant difference in the brain
structure between the deaf and the normal hearing and can

https://www.google.si/search?espv=2%26biw=1920%26bih=912%26q=demielynisation%26spell=1%26sa=X%26ei=WMilU6mXL5TY7AaE6YDoCQ%26ved=0CBYQBSgA
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probably be attributed to the absence of auditory input. This is also
partially supported by a recent VBM study inwhich they found that
decreased WM volume in the left auditory areas in the deaf is
related to the absence of the auditory input rather than to sign
language use (Olulade et al., 2014). Why the FA decrease in the
auditory areas in the deaf observed in our and previous DTI studies
(Kim et al., 2009; Li et al., 2012b; Miao et al., 2013) is more pro-
nounced in the right hemisphere remains an open question. In the
deaf structural alterations in several other brain regions have been
reported, but these changes are not consistent through studies.
Many of them are probably related to the use of sign language
instead of the spoken language by deaf subjects, since the pro-
cessing of both the spoken and the sign language involves a large
brain network. The sound input affects also the way of memory
formation, learning, cognitive development and our perception and
understanding of the world around us and thus its absence might
cause structural alterations in a wide variety of brain regions
involved in any of these functions. The answer for the discrepancy
between the reported areas with altered structure among previous
studies might lie in the differences between the groups of deaf
participants, its number or sensitivity of the method used. Deaf
subjects probably differ in their speech-reading and sign language
skills as well as in other social, emotional, cognitive, sensory and
motor skills and most importantly in the use of HA, which allows
some auditory information to reach the brain. To better evaluate
the underlying causes for structural differences in several brain
regions in deaf, further studies combining cognitive tasks, func-
tional and structural methods are needed.

5. Limitations

Although we have demonstrated that there are statistically
significant differences in both WM and GM in the deaf adults, the
number of participating subjects was relatively small and this is
probably the cause for some changes of brain structure not reaching
the significance threshold. Theremay also be some discrepancies in
the psychophysical conditions between the groups that might have
an impact on the brain structure that can be assessed by the used
methods.

6. Conclusions

The results obtained by combining four different methods of
image-processing analysis allow the conclusion that early and
persistent absence of the auditory input causes widespread
changes in the WM structure accompanied by more limited
changes in the GM structure. Our findings probably reflect atrophy
or degradation as well as compensatory plastic brain reorganisation
mainly due to the absence of the auditory input and the sign lan-
guage use.
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